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As I reflect upon the month just passed, I’m drawn back to March 8th, International Women’s Day a global occasion that celebrates the social, economic, cultural, and political achievements of
women. For the 2nd year in a row, the CRTA’s Founder Donna Bales hosted a panel of women
from industry that shared their personal journeys in the corporate world where they’ve overcome
barriers including; biases and gender stereotypes to name two, and have excelled in
accomplishing great achievements. The common thread among our 3 guests was that each of
them is currently serving within a Financial Crimes risk management capacity and not simply for
their respective organizations, but rather for the broader society and those that are most vulnerable
to being victimized by criminals. I’ve returned to watch the session again last weekend and the
experiences and guidance offered by Marie-Andree, Tara and Jasmine are deeply moving, I would
encourage you to set aside time to watch the session here as well. There is also a highlights reel
below in the CRTA Initiatives section of the newsletter
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In mid-March, OSFI released a public letter that included a handful of questions in an effort to
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examine
culture practices of federally regulated financial institutions (FRFIs) and how the risks Translate
created, perpetuated, or magnified by a FRFI’s culture can affect their safety and soundness. Read
it on OSFI's website
For a long time while I was a full-time employee with 2 of Canada’s Big Banks I struggled with the
notion of adopting or identifying with ‘a Corporate Culture’ when it is hard to define such an
intangible concept. A prevailing concern I had, and I would presume that others shared too, was
that the Corporate culture is not something described in flattering terms within written
communications to employees but rather, the culture could be shaped by certain benefits or
compensation levels that were afforded to a small pool of employees, which I’ll colloquially refer to
as the ‘boys club’. In this case, I believe the most effective way to #breakthebias is to ensure that
more women are serving within the senior leadership ranks of the institutions.
Individuals and organizations can submit their responses to OSFI’s questions on Culture and
Conduct until May 31st, 2022. I’ve already heard from a few of our CRTA member organizations
that they would like to convene a members' forum/ working meeting to work through the
consultative questions (some or all) together with a wider representation of voices than those of
their colleagues at the same firm. I think is a very positive development, so if you too are
interested in participating in a virtual discussion on this topic, please reach out to me via
paul@canadianregtech.ca and I will work to create a time for all to share insights, and experiences
that can be captured within a submission back to OSFI.
Now, please read on to learn about our members and their latest developments in addition to
upcoming events being hosted by CRTA and opportunities for you and your colleagues to
participate,
Enjoy the April showers this month that will bring us beautiful lawns and gardens in May!
Sincerely

Member of the Board
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Watch highlights from this exciting CRTA event held in March in honor of International Women's
Day and in conjunction with National Fraud Month
Panel Members
Marie-Andree Malo-Mongeau, Senior Director, AML Business Effectiveness, CIBC, Tara
Rodgers, Director, Sionic and Jasmine Sicular, Head of AML Solutions, Banking, Quantexa.
Hosted by Donna Bales, Founder of the CRTA
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MEMBER INFOGRAPHIC
The CRTA is pleased to reveal a new design for its Member Infographic.
Our community keeps on growing. We appreciate all our members and supporters - THANK YOU!
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New CRTA member firm Halo Ai is a pioneering firm templatizing compliance management for FinTech
companies in the financial sector. With an easy solution that firms can just plug into, Halo Ai helps
FinTechs make compliance part of their strategy, rather than something to be avoided or addressed with
expensive last minute manpower or patchwork technology fixes. Using standard APIs to pull client data,
and machine learning algorithms to analyze compliance against regulations, Halo Ai delivers customized
insights that help firms manage risk and stay ahead of compliance in a cost-effective way.
Learn more on the CRTA website from Dina Ghobrial, Founder and CEO and Nagy Ghobrial, CoFounder and CTO.
Dina was recently recognized by startup hub FoundersBeta as a Top Female Founder to Watch in 2022.
Congratulations Dina!
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SAVE THE DATE - STAY TUNED FOR REGISTRATION DETAILS
Join the CRTA and Four Eyes Financial on May 26 for a webinar on KYC.
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NEW PODCAST - SHINING A GREEN LIGHT ON YOUR ESG DATA
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Advisor Paul McRorie joins Ally Kamali, Associate Partner and Practice Lead in IBM
Sustainability and CRTA Strategic Advisor, and Martijn Groot, VP Marketing and Strategy, Alveo
Technology as they share insights on the North American and European regulatory and standards
landscape and common data challenges . Listen on the CRTA website.

CURRENT PODCASTS
See all current podcasts at RegTech Round Up
Also available at your favorite podcast providers including Spotify and Apple podcasts.
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Member Firm Leaders in the Spotlight:
Laurie M. Clark, Founder and CEO, Onyen Corporation and CRTA Strategic Advisor, was
interviewed by Global Business Reports (GBR) on how ONYEN's ESG reporting system is
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assisting the mining industry globally
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Mithra, Founder and CEO at Genesis Risk Consulting and CRTA Strategic Advisor,
has completed the Competent Boards Global Certificate and Designation
Congratulations Laurie and Tina !
See what other members have been up to recently:
Scotiabank launches new tool ETHICS ASSISTANT in collaboration with Deloitte, to ensure
greater transparency for consumers in the access and use of customer data
CUBE recognized as Best Conduct Risk Solution Provider 2022 by the A-Team
InvestorCOM Named One of Canada's best Small & Medium Employers 2022
Bitbuy parent WonderFI joins Canadian Web3 Council as a founding member
MinervaAI has created a how-to guide for establishing AML alert thresholds
Quantexa appoints global technology leader Dan Higgins as its new Chief Product Officer
CIO Strategy Council is hiring a Senior Manager, Responsible Digital Technologies
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CRTA Insights
Fairness, Explainability and Transparency : What's the latest on AI in RegTech
Matt Fowler, CRTA Board Member, speaks with Dr. Fiona Browne, Head of Software
Development and Machine Learning at Datactics on this emerging topic.

Dr Fiona Browne
Members' thought leadership articles / podcasts:
Sionic : insights from 2022 Survey on operational resilience
FLINKS : take on North American Markets for Open Banking; Open Banking Glossary
Nice Actimize : infographic on wildlife crime
RMA : interview with Shelly Liposky (Managing Director and Head of Business Risk and
Solutions, BMO Capital Markets) : on implementing AI platform
EY : Connecting Privacy with ESG To Drive Broader Business Success
KPMG : From Awareness to Action: Elevating Third-Party Risk
Quantexa: Leverage Geospatial Data for Intelligent Decision Making
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April 12 - SIONIC WEBINAR
Join Sionic for a practical advice session on how
to deal with FATF's increased scrutiny of virtual
assets.
Register here.
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CRTA is proud to have such innovative firms in the community. If you are a CRTA member and
would like to share am event in the news, a new technology or thought leadership in the RegTech
Exclusive, contact us here!

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS IMPACTING THE CANADIAN REGTECH ECOSYSTEM

OSFI made important changes to its executive team and initiated new guidance to move forward its
agenda. Changes are designed to align OSFI's organizational structure with its strategy to 2025, as
launched in its Blueprint in the fall of 2021.
New top-level organization structure includes the creation of important new sectors including a
Transformation Office, a Policy, Innovation and Stakeholders Affairs sector and a Strategy and
Risk Office. In addition, the new post of Vice-Superintendent has been created to oversee new
activities. Jamey Hubbs, who spoke at the 2021 CRTA Annual Event as Assistant Superintendent,
has been appointed to the role.
New guidance include the release of a multi-year Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Strategy,
and proposed outcomes-focused Culture Risk Management guidelines to be released for
consultation in late 2022. See the DEI infographic here. The CRTA is setting up a members'
forum/working group to formulate a response to the consultation. If you are interested, please
contact CRTA Member of the Board Paul Childerhose at paul@canadianregtech.ca.
Other news:
Bank of Canada governor Tiff Macklem has been appointed Chair of the Group of Governors and
Heads of Supervision (GHOS) which is the oversight committee of the Basel Committee on

Bankng Supervision.
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The Department of Finance has appointed Abraham A. Tachjian to oversee the development of a
"made-in-Canada" Open Banking regime
Grant Vingoe has been appointed as the OSC's first dedicated CEO.

Open Source Technology

ESG

The BIS has created a new platform, BIS Open

IFRS and GRI to co-ordinate their ESG work

Tech, for sharing statistical and financial software
as public goods. Project Ellipse is a prototype of

programs and standard-setting activities

an integrated regulatory data and analytics
platform using BIS Open Tech, combining both
structured and unstructured data, launched in
conjunction with MAS. See MAS comments
here.

Read the statement from
IOSCO supporting this initiative
The NGFS (OSFI is a member) and think tank
INSPIRE has released their joint study Central
Banking and the Biosphere, the first global
assessment of why and how central banks can
respond to biodiversity loss.
Canada Climate Law Initiative has released a
report summarizing 131 submissions made to the
CSA on proposed NI 51-107 Disclosure of
Climate related matters

CYBERSECURITY
The SEC has proposed cybersecurity rules.
Read analysis from CRTA member CUBE.

MARKETS
IIROC 2021-2022 Compliance Priorities Report
IOSCO has published consultative paper ETFs Good Practices for Consideration
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OSFI Superintendent Peter Routledge will be
speaking at the Responsible Investment
Association (RiA) Virtual Conference June 6 to
June 10, 2022.
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If you were forwarded this newsletter, and wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive
monthly, SUBSCRIBE here. Cancel anytime.

Have questions or suggestions on The RegTech Exclusive ? Click here to contact us

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry,
innovators, and policy makers...."
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